Elizabeth Drew, Critic-Author, Lectures Here

Cites the "Silver Box" as One of the Finest Plays of Last Generation

Thomas Wolfe's "Of Time and the River," L. H. Myers' "The Root and the Shoot," and E. O. Tonson's "Pirates of Penzance" are the three modern novels which will become classics, according to Elizabeth Drew, English critic. The circuit is Mrs. Drew's special province, and she introduced the eminent novelist who lectured on "The Modern Novel" in Mirkland Wednesday afternoon.

Although many intellectuals regard the novel as the most advanced literary form today, Mrs. Drew maintains that the millions of emotionally starved people who submerge themselves into the world of fiction demand the novel. Mrs. Drew said the Victorian novel as a standard of reference. One balks the Victorian relationship, where the characters are so smug and possess a provincial attitude of mind, which is not today an extinct form of mind, however.

The conservative attitude toward literature may become a form of society, since the current of the arts is in the same kind. According to Victorian society, the English novel has advanced against the Victorian writers. Mrs. Drew insists that the Victorian relationship have the truth as he said to the "The Silver Box." (continued on page four)

Fuller Speaks on Political Science

Secretary of State Discusses National and State Elections

In the second of a series of Political Science lectures sponsored by the office of Sta. Enoch Fuller addressed the assembly on "THE INSTITUTION OF RELIEF." Mr. Fuller, who has served as governor, is Director of the Department of Public Welfare. The lecture was the intellectual orientation.

Mr. Fuller said that the states have made the policy of the state's political leaders and the electorate.

This series of lectures is being held for the first time this year, and is open to all students.

TWO FROSH GET PRIZES FOR CAMPUS PHOTOS

Four Freshmen shared in winning prizes awarded by the Faculty Committee for the best photograph submitted in the annual photo contest.

For a snow scene photo taken in the vicinity of the Cathedral and Picture of the Fairfield tennis courts taken last fall, two prizes of one dollar each were awarded to Winfield G. Nangle, Jr., of Fairfield Hall.

Last winter's basketball game, which was awarded one dollar prize for an attractive photograph of the campus including James, Demott, Mirkland at Thompson Halls.

If enough interest is shown, the faculty committee decided another contest of the English department will be held, probably in the spring.
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HONORS COURSES

In a state university the accent is naturally placed on serving the interests of the majority of the students. This is justifiable as far as inculcating the fundamental values of scholarship. Some provision should be made, however, for the intelligent or unusual ability, because, in the last analysis, it is society in general who would be benefited by the presence of these students if they are properly trained. These students would seem to get the same heavy load of work as the average student in his course, and the interest in their classes is probably less than in the large group courses. The only solution to this problem is the honors course system.

Progress in any regular class is conditioned by the median intelligence of the group, and those students who do not do as well as other students are retarded.

It seems that most students are aware of the thinking for themselves as the professor in a regular class, if he is trying to achieve any results at all in addition to the materials for thinking, the facts of his subject, must give his mind to make the best of what he can get from these data. Is it training students to think? We have no doubt about it. However, the undergraduate would of necessity be studying the problem of a course with his own interests and data, and formulate his own opinions. The students who are already good students will not be only attendant to the doctrine of the professors, but will be even resentful.

Such a system besides providing for the needs of the regular students would probably be an incentive to every student in college to improve his work and gain the privileges of the honors courses. Also, an honors student becomes a better person with his own ideas and experience. The honors course system will make the experience which the broad masses will find in the honors courses.

The exceptionally gifted student presents a problem which is a challenge to the educational system. He is penalized for having unusual ability or being forced by being trained as a conventional student.

Huckies

(continued from page one)

Shes: I. D. Fraizer; J. Benham and Howard Hughes.

Gods courted by Rogers, Merriell, Z. E. Frazier, Donald Connelly, and C. M. Funke.


A small group of Worcester alumni were present last night to watch the much anticipated game of Rochester Tech game and had a chance to talk over with Coach Swasey after the game.

About Town

With Doc Henson

Just had a talk with Dad and he gave us some interesting figures that he got. One of the total number of warnings issued the French reformed. So the second and third section, the Juniors 10 percent, and the Sophmores 2 percent. It looks as if the French were wasting their money. The Sophomore is 27 percent of the Juniors and 14 percent of the Seniors. Not so good.

So that guy is back again!—Millie is the "personal touch" you spoke of years ago. She is the "real thing" in the Woodstock picture. A birthday wish, L. H.—congratulations.

Just a note to say that we spoke at Pointe West—Armie Ro­
gan got 5 letters in 7 days from New York. Isn't it GREAT?—We un­
derstand Ford Barry is going to start taking dancing lessons "Moon Over Miami." It was just as good here last Friday night with the full moon—what are the qualities which the coed admires most in her boy friends? You write to me with this list: intellig­ence, sense of humor, dependability, looks, and (in that or­der)—we have it that Joe and Connie are back together again—who was the co-ed who put an art on the Boston—saying the Rhode Island game is ironing sheets at the Practice House (such competition!)—the vio­let flower, the violet flower—Dorothy's husband is a priz­er-married—Dr. Stone didn't ap­preciate "the silliness of the game"—"the girl from Addies Abba" had a writer in the New York Evening Sun—it's worth it to watch Elaine Pearl and the French. Standing out here with a pistol—a horse was seen in the Phoenix—We will present our annual show on the same day, and isn't there a similarity in the tame, too?—we understand Bass Mar­tin is limiting his passengers to his own house (such competition)—the vio­let flower, the violet flower—Dorothy's husband is a priz­er-married—Dr. Stone didn't ap­preciate "the silliness of the game"—"the girl from Addies Abba" had a writer in the New York Evening Sun—it's worth it to watch Elaine Pearl and the French. Standing out here with a pistol—a horse was seen in the Phoenix—We will present our annual show on the same day, and isn't there a similarity in the tame, too?—we understand Bass Mar­
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TImely Comments

The January meeting of the Choir of Com­

The decision of the Court has got the execu­tion of the penalty of state has led to a con­
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Dialogue of a President
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Today's Public

American Disarmament

American Disarmament

The Communist press of New York

The Communist press of New York

American dislike of large military

Nellie E. O'Connor

WITH DOROTHY JORDAN, '38, MELVIN KAPLAN, '39, JOHN MACEACHERN, '39, AI...
Kitten Pucksters Beat Northeastern Birch and Patten Are High Scorers as Freshmen Win 6 to 4

Surviving a last period scoring rally by their opponents, the freshman hockey team defeated a scrappy Northeastern freshman team 6 to 4, here Monday afternoon.

New Hampshire took the lead at the beginning of the game with a goal from Birch. They kept the lead and advanced it to 6 to 0 before the end of the third period. The Northeastern comeback came back in the period with a heavy attack which was kept at bay by the Kitten's defense. The score ended 6-4, and the game became noticeably good for the NH boys.

Mark Birch and Capt. Ray Patten were the high scorers for the winners with two goals apiece.

The summary:

N.H. - Fresh - Patten, Gilgun; Birch, Couser, Otis; Wood, Patten (Birch) 10:36; Byrne (unassisted) 16:40; Birch (Quinn) 19:51; 3rd period - Wood (Hillier) 4:31. Wyman, (Hillier) 7:28; Birch, Couser, Otis, c; Quinn, Wyman, lw.

Northeastern - lw, Gilgun, Birch, Couser; c, Quinn, Wyman; rd, Hillier, Dennis, Patten; g, Hillier, Dennis, Hillier.

Tiebreaker: Birch, Huckle, Kimm; lw, Gilgun, Birch, Couser; c, Quinn, Wyman; rd, Hillier, Dennis, Patten; g, Hillier, Dennis, Hillier.

Weekend Weather Forecast

Friday, February 14, 9 A.M.
Snow is falling this morning from a storm center which developed off the Florida coast Thursday night, and it is present moving rapidly northward along the coast. Storm warnings are displayed as far north as Eastport and the snowfall is likely to be heavy. Cold, dry air, from the interior of Canada lies over most of the interior portion of the continent, and warmer, more moist air is moving northeastward over the southwestern states. Another storm, of considerable intensity, was centered yesterday morning over Colorado and Utah, and the front between these two air masses is moving rapidly eastward. This western storm, if it continues to develop, will move southeastward into the Mississippi Valley, and thence northward toward New England. It may bring showers in the New Hampshire area Sunday, and snow or rain will probably occur before the front reaches this area.

Temperatures for the week-end will be almost entirely below freezing but at present there is no indication of extremely cold weather. For Durban and Visibility: Snow today, probably ending sometime to-night. Northeast winds, shifting to northwest at night. Saturday: Fair, becoming cloudy during the day. Increasing northeasterly winds. Temperatures at night will be well below freezing, and may possibly drop somewhat below zero. Sunday: Cloudy, probably with snow. Warmer. Shifting winds becoming easterly.

Appetizing Food

Friendly Service - Reasonable Prices

University Dining Hall

The New Hampshire, February 14, 1936.
Rhode Island

(continued from page one)

ed from their few minutes rest, but the out-of-staters gained enough of them and clever passing coupled with a few lucky shots, the Rams worked up a 10-point lead which sent the New Hampshire hopes for a victory floun­dering. A change in the New Hamp­shire line-up provided a new spark and brought in a few scores, meanwhile giving a few of the hard-working first team men a few moments of needed rest.

The regulars came back one at a time with new hope, and baskets by Hansen and Bogart and a number of foul tallies brought the Wildcats up to within a point of the Rams with only a few seconds left to play. Swimsage back and forth by both teams, each eager to sink another basket to decide the outcome, and aided by the wild and eager support of the crowd, resulted in the tally by Couts. Brown­stein which gave the Wildcats their victory and literally brought the house down. After the gun, a few seconds later, the crowd surged out onto the floor and crowded around the winners, cheering them for their hard-earned victory.

Rhode Island came here 2 to 1 fa­vorites to take the Wildcats by a big margin as they had won eight of their last games this season, whipping teams which New Hampshire found much trouble against. Art Hanson, brilliant sophomore guard, was the scoring ace of the visitors with 15 points.

The novel of today which complete­ly satisfies the reader emotionally, in­tellectually, and artistically, stated Miss Drew, is one of the most mature, no­table of today. His characters live in an atmosphere of self-criticism and expand in accordance with their ex­periences. "Ulysses" is an example of reporting the subconscious functions of the mind. The new best-sellers, "The Last Puritan," is outstanding, according to Miss Drew, but it lacks the individual vision of a filled life, being constructed rather than created. John Galsworthy is not classified as a modern novelist by Miss Drew, since he holds the traditions of the Victor­ian. His "Forsyte Saga" will prob­ably become a classic, but Galsworthy ever-wore himself bodily near the end of his career.

Interesting to note that Miss Drew mentioned "The Silver Box," a modern novelist by Miss Drew, since it is one of the most mature no­bles of today. His characters live in an atmosphere of self-criticism and expand in accordance with their ex­periences. "Ulysses" is an example of reporting the subconscious functions of the mind. The new best-sellers, "The Last Puritan," is outstanding, according to Miss Drew, but it lacks the individual vision of a filled life, being constructed rather than created. John Galsworthy is not classified as a modern novelist by Miss Drew, since he holds the traditions of the Victor­ian. His "Forsyte Saga" will prob­ably become a classic, but Galsworthy ever-wore himself bodily near the end of his career.

Chins

Up!

Be a Master of Skiing with Bass Ski-Boots

Whether you're an expert or taking your first hundred falls, you'll ski better in good boots. And Bass Ski-Boots are pretty good! They have the best features of the hand-made foreign boots plus some special tricks of their own. Bass Ski-Boots "have everything."

These features mean more comfort and better skiing, fixed shackles. Now fast with big, strong box-tie for warmth and safety. Thick soles with narrow width for better control, using new toe-strap bindings. Fine leather and famous Bass work­manship. Come on in today and look them over. G. H. BASS & CO., WILMINGTON, MAINE. THE COLLEGE SHOP.

Stratford National Bank, Dover, N. H.

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent

American Express Traveler's Checks for Sale

Rock Island

(continued from page one)

O peretta

(continued from page one)

elusive of Rhode Island, all-New England team, led the visitors' scoring with 10 points.

University of New Hampshire

Joflin, fl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1
Bogart, fl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0
Chudzikowski, fl. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0
Cotton, fl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0
Bogart, g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0
Duflo, g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0
Hanson, g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 1 1

Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 6 4 4

Rhode Island State

G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F 7 0
Barlow, g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 2
McCarthy, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1
Ryan, g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0
Wright, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0
Rosenbloom, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 0
Sheehan, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 5
Martin, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 1 1 1
Messina, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 1
Porter, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 0
Bergin, r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1

Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 7 2 1

Referees—Berg, Fishbery, Tim­lin, Robinson, Time—two 20-min. periods.

Elizabeth Drew

(continued from page one)

The cast and orchestra included: Mabel, Helen Punkhorne; Major­ General Stanley, Dr. Richards; Ber­gen; Brad McIntyre; Frederick, Er­nest Farnum, '27; Ruth, Elaine Peart, '37; Pirate King, Kenneth Day, '27; Samuel, Robert Ruhl, '36; C.J„ recipient of General Stanley, Edwin, Mervill, '29; Eliza­beth, Frederick, '27; and Pearl Pier­ce, '39.

Choirs of glee: Virginia Perkins, '29; Dorothy Zacharias, '29; Frances Tumble, '39; Mildred Blaison, '28; Ruth Durning, '37; Barbara Moodock, '36; and Patricia Peart, '36.

Pirates: Russell Plympton, '39; Robert Clement, '38; Allan Evans, '39; Wilson Ewing, '39; Carl Fuller, '39; Edward Hayes, '39; and Robert Kid­ler, '39.

Pianists: Peter Webster, '39; Weston McDevitt, '37; Edmund Robbins, '37; Stanley Hale, '38; Frederick Clark, '39; Dean Stanworth, '30; and Harold Trejans, '39.

Orchestrists: Bulker Bowker, '39 pianist; Arvin Wadsworth, '38; 2nd clarinet; Eileen McLaughlin, '37; 1st violins; George Keanus, '29; viola; Florence Johnson, '38; flute; Max Kornsick, '38; oboe; Doris Goodwin, '38; trumpet; John Goodwin, '38; trom­bone; James Putkemer, cello; Fran­cis Ramboz, '39, and S. R. Cartlidge, percussion.

Fuller

(continued from page one)

Feb. 21 Judge Conrad Snow: "What Every Good Citizen Should Know About the Constitution."

Feb. 28 Bank of Boston: "A Citi­zen Should Know."

Apr. 3 Comm. Lee Smith: "The role of Public Service Commit­tees."

Apr. 10 Huuny Hamish Bond: "Gover­nment Revenues Before and After the New Deal."

Apr. 17 John Spring: "Farming in New Hampshire."

May 1 Harry Page: Problem and Program of New Hamp­shire Relief.

May 15 Ernest Page, pres. of Bell telephone: "Preservation of Democracy in a Democratic Institution. in the United States.

Leavitt's Little Shop

pattern of a modern major-general."
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